
 

Kya Kehna is a 2001 Indian bollywood movie. It was directed by Nadeem Soumaine with the star cast of Rani Mukerjee,
Akshaye Khanna, Rati Agnihotri, Tariq Shah and Irrfan Khan in leading roles.The film was released on 9 August 2001 in India
It is the story of two brothers, one brought up by an irresponsible father with little concern for money or his newly-born son
while the other one raised with love and affection by a single-parent mother who makes every possible sacrifice for her child.
The protagonist Rupam is the son of a rich industrialist father while Ravi is the son of a single parent mother. Both of them get
to meet each other after fifteen years when business brings their fathers together. The brothers' relationship will be put to test
when decisions have to be made about the industrial empire, their father's legacy and most importantly, each other's personal
lives.

Kya Kehna movie download in hindi 720p hd movie Kya Kehna is a nice and clean family drama that really did not need this
sort of music. There were more than enough songs in the movie to fit the mood of the movie. Indian film music for this movie
is dominated by Akshay and Sonu Nigam similar to Kajraare and it doesn't really work in this context. All that singing was a
waste of time and never did it fit into the story or dialogue or character development.
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